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Abstract- Theory of contraction principle is based on mathematical systems and these are over idealistic which 

have prompted the scientists to evolve new techniques and mathematical apparatus to understand real life 

phenomena and interpret them correctly within the frame work of needed objectives. In this paper, two theorems 

have been proved using the commutative property of mappings in b-metric space. 

 

Index Terms-Contraction principle; b-metric space, commuting mapping, fixed point, coincidence point.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed point theory is important field in nonlinear 

analysis, also in digital image processing as well as in 

the field of digital signal processing. Banach 

introduced Banach contraction principle [1] which 

guarantees the existence and uniqueness of fixed point 

of contraction mapping in complete metric space. This 

has been generalized and extended by several 

researchers [2-5] in different spaces. Following the 

Banach contraction principle, Nadler [2] introduced 

the concept of set valued contractions and established 

that these possess a fixed point in complete metric 

space. The concept of b-metric space was introduced 

by Stefan Czerwik [3] as a generalization of metric 

space. Kir and Kiziltunc [6] studied Kannan and 

Chatterjea type contractive mappings and showed that 

these have unique fixed point in b-metric space. Ran 

and Reurings proved some results on the existence of 

fixed points in partially ordered sets and are applied to 

the resolution of matrix equations [8]. Jacek [9] 

generalized the Banach contraction principle to 

mappings on a metric space endowed with a graph and 

applied a theoremon the convergence of successive 

approximations for some linear operators on a Banach 

space. Pfeffer [10] gave a proposition depicting an 

interdependence between the commuting mapping and 

the fixed point concepts, proved that any involution r 

of a circle S has a fixed point iff there exists a free 

involution of S which commutes with r. Jungck [11] 

introduced the concept of contraction mapping for two 

functions and proved coincidence and common fixed 

point theorems for such mappings. Jungck [12] 

highlighted interdependence concept of [10] in a 

general context. 

 

 

2. PRELMINARIES 

Definition 1[1]: In the metric space      , a mapping 

      is said to be contraction if     [      such 

that                           
 

Definition 2: Let   be a non-empty set and let 

        , then,       is b-metric space if the 

following conditions hold: 

(1)               
(2)                
(3)        {             }          ,      

     If     , every b-metric space is metric space.  

 

Proposition [10]: Let   be a mapping of a set   into 

itself. Then   has a fixed point iff there is a constant 

map        which commutes with   (i.e., 

                    for all   in   ). 

 

Theorem [11]: Consider a complete metric space 
        be a continuous mapping into itself. Then   

has a fixed point in  iff          and a mapping 

       which commutes with   and satisfies 

                 (         )  

                                                 (         )         ,  

then   and   have a unique common fixed point. 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

Theorem 3.1.  Let       be a metric space and   be 

any set. Suppose         are mapping, such that 

(1)           

(2)          
                                   {                           }  
                                                  {                   } 
(3) Either      or      is complete, then   and      
      have coincidence point. 

 

Proof: Let      and {   }   
  be a sequence in X 

defined by the recursion 

                      n=1, 2, 3, 4 ...... 
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        {                
                       } 

   {                           } 
                  {              

                         } 
   {                           } 

      {              
            }
   {               } 

            
      {                          }   

   {                            } 
         {                             

where        {                          } 
 

Case I: If                 , then 

                           
    {             
               } 

                        {             } 

             
  

        
{             } 

   {             }        

repeatedly using the above result  

   {               } 
   {               }......... 
............. 

   {           }                    

 

Case II: If                 , then 

                           
    {             }
    {              } 

                  

               
    {             } 

                          {             } 

             
    

      
{             } 

   {             }        

repeatedly using the above result      

   {               } 
   ......... 

   {           }                    

Thus   is a contractive mapping. Now we show that 
{   }   

  is a Cauchy sequence in  . 

Let                  

             {             }
             } 

   {             }    {  [              
              } 

   {             }    {              }
   {            } 

   {             }    {              }
   {              }      

................................... 

    {           }        {          }
       {            }    

    {           } [              ] 

 
   

    
           

        

                               

since      

         
   

    
                         

    
Hence {   }   

  is a Cauchy sequence in    
Suppose      is complete. Since {   }   

  is a 

Cauchy sequence, {   } converges to       , i.e 

     , such that       

Put              in condition (2) of the theorem, 

we get: 

         
      {                             }
   {                     } 
              ,  

             {                      }
   {                } 

          {        }    {        } 
       {       }

                                                        
             {       }       

 {       }    

      

i.e. z is the coincidence point of   and  .  

Now, if      is complete, then             
     
Hence, as above z is coincidence point of   and  . 

 

Theorem 3.2.  Let       be a b-metric space. 

Suppose         are mappings, such that 

(1)           
(2)          
                                   {                           }  
                                                  {                   } 
(3) Either      or      is complete. 

(4)   and   are commuting at their coincidence point  

      then   and   have unique fixed point. 

 

Proof: In the previous theorem, if we take    , 

then we get sequence  

         , is a Cauchy sequence. 

In the case of      or      is complete, as in 

previous theorem, we get         

Since,   and   are commuting at their point of 

coincidence, so                   
Put               in condition (2) of theorem, 

         
      {                              }
   {                     } 

             {                        }
   {                 } 
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                                 {       }    {        
         } 

                                 {       }  
 

 
 {         }     

(using triangle inequality) 

                       {       } 
     {       }   ,         

                            

  is the common fixed point of   and   

For uniqueness:  

Suppose   and   are two common fixed points of 

  and  , then         

also,         

Put         in condition (2) of the theorem, 

        
      {                           }      

                         {                   } 
                        {       } 
 
                                

                    

 
Corollary: Let       be a complete b-metric space. 

Let        be a mapping, such that 

              {                       }
   {                 } 

where                                           

then,   has a unique fixed point. 

 

Proof: In theorem 2, if we take 

                       then result of [7] follows. 
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